Inhabitants and pedestrians in an urban area are subjected to the air flow condition within it. The complexity of the buildings geometry and density of its arrangement may lead to the gusty environment. In order to understand the situation, a large eddy simulation (LES) over a huge and high resolution of an urban area was carried out. The Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) applied in this LES for several advantages. The computational domain size is 19.2 km in streamwise by 4.8 km in spanwise and 1 km in the vertical while the grid resolution is 2 m. The maximum wind speed normalized to several representative wind speeds considered to gain the appropriate spatial gust factor definition. This non-dimensional factor calculated and its location of occurrence was mapped. Some events were highlighted to study the correlation between the high gust factor and the building geometry.
INTRODUCTION
A dense urban landscape is considered as a terrain which is maze horizontal and rugged in building height. This complex canyon funneled and deflected the air flow within it. Consequently, high speed and instantaneous flow so-called as gust is probable to be induced and cause the unpleasant events. It stimulates a comprehensive study to prepare an understandable gust factor map.
Formerly, the gust factor 1),2) was defined as in Eq.(1),
where U is the average wind speed during the period that the gust U max appeared. It didn't represent the real condition within an urban area because the variables were measured locally by a wind station at a certain level. This paper proposed an appropriate gust factor definition that represents the wind condition spatially.
This study was done by conducting a large eddy simulation (LES) that applied the Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) over a huge computational domain.
The gust factor was influenced by the upstream buildings that changed the flow pattern. So that, the domain length needs to be extended in streamwise.
The periodic boundary condition also can be avoided in order to gain a realistic simulation that generate a stable boundary layer within a suitable time. A large turbulent organized structure 3) (TOS) above the canopy layer affected the flow field (e.g., gust factor) closed to the ground. A huge domain make the study of this influence was feasibled.
In conclusion, the main motivation of this paper is to map the gust factor by using an appropriate gust factor definition for a huge and high resolution urban domain. This map can be referred as a hazard map especially for a significant event such as typhoon. The correlation between the gust factor and the urban geometry also present in this paper. A LES computation using the Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) was conducted to achieve the objective of this study.
NUMERICAL MODEL
The LBM is necessary to be applied in the LES in order to deal with a huge domain which contained complex urban geometry. It is suitable in modeling the boundary conditions for this domain. It also meets the requirement of the graphics processing unit (GPU) computing, and gave an advantage in term of computation time. Here, numerical model used will be described.
(1) Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM)
The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) was developed from lattice gas automaton method 4),5) . This approach, called as lattice which also mentioned as discrete 6) because the formulation of its kinetic theory was already in a discrete form and it doesn't need any further approximation compared to a conventional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method. The conventional approach contained a construction of the continuity equations of the Navier Stokes that solve the partial differential equations (PDE). This PDE needs to be discretized approximately in order to compute the numerical integration equations on a given mesh by applying the PDE boundary conditions. However, both will end up with the same required fluid dynamic quantities at the discrete points in space and time 7) . The particles in the LBM imitate the fluid flow by existing in a uniform lattice. The information on the microscopic behavior of the particles used in order to calculate its macroscopic properties such as the density. At each time step, particles move to neighboring lattice sites, where a system of hard spheres or particles interacting only by elastic collisions locally in which their velocities change very quickly. The state of the system is specified at any time by giving the positions, q and velocities, v of n number of particles as (q 1 , v 1 ;…; q n , v n ). The state at any other time is determined by solving the equation of motion. It seems impossible to solve for millions number of particles. However, LBM introduced an approach called discrete mass distribution which will be well approximated by a continuous mass distribution as f(q,v)dqdv. The LBM describes the evolution of the particles which are allowed to move only with a finite number of velocities 4),5),6), 8) . The advantages of the LBM over the continuity in Navier-Stokes equation are its simplicity and the locality of its operations. Its microscopic approach gave clear physical pictures and easy in implementing the boundary condition become compensate of the kinetic theory. The absence of global numerical operation enables the high parallel algorithm efficiency of this method. A complex simulation such as fluid flows through porous media, multiphase fluid flows and suspension motions in fluids were proven to be succeeded by applying the LBM and these were usually becoming problematic for a conventional numerical schemes 4),5) .
(2) Large eddy simulation (LES)
The large eddy simulation (LES) is one of the turbulence modeling, which is able to separate the resolved and modeled (i.e. unresolved) fluid phenomena. The flow dynamics of large-scale structures on a grid scale (GS) will be resolved by using LBM as described earlier, where the macroscopic properties of the flow will be recovered. As this simulation designed for a large scale and enclosed a complex urban area, the coherent-structure Smagorinsky model (CSM) applied. It is an eddy-viscosity subgrid-scale (SGS) model that will take care about the effect of turbulent structures smaller than grid scale based on the assumption of local equilibrium between production and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy 5), 9) . This paper applied the LBM to simulate the fluid flows at high Reynolds numbers with large eddy dynamics. More details of the equations that have been used in our simulation were listed as in Onodera et al. (2013) 9) . 
DEFINITION OF THE GUST FACTOR
In general, gust factor was defined as in Eq. (2),
where u max is the maximum wind speed in 10 minutes time period and U is the representative wind speed. There are four different U considered which known as the horizontal cross-section average wind speed, U ave , friction velocity, U * , 10 minutes average local wind speed, U loc , and freestream velocity, U ∞ .
Prior to the execution of the LES with LBM for the huge domain, another different LES model was conducted to find an appropriate spatial gust factor definition. This model called a PArallelized LES Model (PALM). This simulation involved three different geometric conditions in Tokyo area. They are a commercial land (Shibuya), skyscrapers (Shinjuku) and residential area (Den-en-chōfu). Referring to Fig. 2 the probability density distribution shows the ratio of the number of the gust factor within the range to the total grid of each domain. This figure used in selecting the suitable spatial gust factor definition. By plotting u max that normalized to the different U, we proposed that u max /U ∞ is the feasible definition. This definition will be applied to map the gust factor and to plot its probability density distribution of the huge domain later. The other two definitions which are u max /U ave and u max /U * seem to be acceptable. However, U ave changes in height, which lead it to be impossible in the consideration while the U * is difficult to be obtained and both of them are not homogeneous throughout the domain. Another definition, which is u max /U loc obviously shows the dependence on the
change of geostrophic wind and this definition eliminated.
SIMULATION DOMAIN
As briefly introduce in the previous conferences and report 10) ,11),12) , this very special long in streamwise and narrow in spanwise computational domain will be explained in detail here. As shown in Fig. 3 , the domain size is 19.2 km in streamwise (x), 4.8 km in spanwise (y) and 1 km in vertical direction (z). This reproduced fine grid resolution domain that is 2 m contained ground surface data i.e. building height. A realistic boundary condition applied in this simulation. The inlet boundary was a uniform inflow of 6 m s -1 , blown towards inland from a coastal area that includes the Tokyo Bay.
The periodic boundary condition used in spanwise. Computation time was 4200 seconds and the calculation done by 900 GPU cores of TSUBAME 2.5.
This huge domain purposely starts from the bay towards Tokyo central area so that the turbulence flow freely induced along the domain towards downstream. A natural boundary layer height will then develop. As Tokyo Institute of Technology (Titech) area was included in this domain, the simulation output data can be validated in future with the Doppler lidar data. The Doppler lidar was installed on top of the West 8th Building within this area. A localized definition of the gust factor can be extended to represent a new definition for spatial as explained before.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The horizontal distribution of the spatial gust factor at 2 m height was plotted for the entire computational domain as in Fig. 3 . The same definition of the gust factor, u max /U ∞ , which applied for Fig. 3 , was also used in plotting the probability density distribution for this whole domain as in Fig.  4 . This plot divided into the first and second half of the domain. Each line represents the gust factor distribution within 1.6 km in streamwise as shown in the legend of Fig. 4 . In general, the distribution in Fig. 4(a) obviously altered towards downstream compared to Fig. 4(b) . The change in the surface geometry causes the different between these two. The stable boundary layer height in the second half domain also contributes to the almost overlay profiles in Fig. 4(b) . Comparing these figures to Fig.2(v) , apparently the profile matched except there is a big difference in the gust factor values. The one in Fig.2(v) defined as a localized gust factor which represents a small domain while in this huge domain, it was defined as a bulk gust factor distribution.
Meguro Street
Titech Area Fig.3 The entire computational domain size, the gust factor map at 2m height, Titech area and the Meguro Street (as shown by the arrows). In order to highlight some high gust factor occurrences, Meguro Street, shown in Fig. 3 , which is in between 16.8 km to 17.6 km from the domain's inlet, was chosen as an example to be discussed in this paper. As mentioned before, there was no significant change in the boundary layer development within this area. So that the induce gust might not affect by this influence. This street is almost perpendicular to the flow direction. Therefore, the selected areas may have the same view of judgments. This broad street which is about 40 m wide may contribute to the high gust because it is considered as an open space relative to the dense buildings arrangement and geometries which located along its upstream and downstream as shown in Fig. 5(i) until Fig. 5(iv) .
Several high gust cases were spotted at the upstream of the Meguro Street. These events happened besides the taller buildings once compared to the other building nearby it. There is also a significant difference in building size, which up to about four times of the surrounding buildings within the area.
For the same factors, building height and size were measured along the downstream of Meguro Street. The highest gust occurrences were induced in front of the taller building as in Fig. 5(i) and Fig.  5(ii) . While in Fig. 5(iv) it happened around the huge building.
The maximum gust factor that higher than 0.3 plotted in Fig. 6 as this threshold contribute about 1% (Fig. 4(b) ) of the whole distribution. This lead to more focused fact in the discussion. The maximum building height, H max within 40 m upstream and downstream of the Meguro Street overlapped to this gust factor in the same figure. Written number (i) to (iv) in Fig. 6 correspond to the position of Fig. 5(i) until Fig. 5(iv) .
It is suggested that the presence of buildings which significant in height or size nearby an open space may create such a high gust events.
CONCLUSION
There are several points that have been highlighted throughout this paper as listed below: (i) The LES that applied the LBM executed to study the wind flow over an urban area. The simplicity and locality of this method make the study of gust factor over a huge, high resolution and complex geometry of an urban area was successfully conducted. (ii) The consideration of the most acceptable gust factor definition that suits the entire computational domain also proposed. Only the u max /U ∞ definition seems acceptable. (iii) The gust factor map illustrated for this huge domain by applying the proposed spatial gust factor definition. (iv) Probability density distributions that represent the ratio of the gust factor occurrence within the range to the total area also plotted. (v) Some locations selected by examining its special features and the building geometric parameters such as building height and size within the area. These cases magnified in order to see a clearer spot of highest gust factor occurrence and the causes described in general.
